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Mortgage Rates Move Slightly Lower After Retail Sales
Report

Mortgage rates began the week with a modest move back up and over the 7% threshold, but
managed to erase some of those losses today.  The improvement followed this morning's Retail Sales data which came out
weaker than expected.

Mortgage rates are based on trading levels in the bond market.  Bonds pay attention to multiple cues at any given time.  Major
economic reports are always among those cues as the health of the economy tends to coincide with rates (i.e. stronger =
higher). 

Retail Sales isn't as big of a report as the Consumer Price Index (CPI) or The Employment Situation (the jobs report), but it's a
respectable supporting act.  Sales growth was surprisingly high in the data that came out in March and April.  May's report
showed a correction back to 0.0% growth.  

Today's report came in just barely positive at 0.1--a far cry from the 0.6 level 2 months ago and below the median forecast of
0.2.  In addition, it included a revision to May's report from 0.0 to -0.2.  All told, it painted a less upbeat picture for the
American consumer compared to a few months ago.

A slower economy is less able to sustain higher interest rates for a variety of reasons--not the least of which being the
suggestion of slower price growth.  With that, bond traders bought more bonds, thus pushing bond prices higher and yields
(aka "rates") lower. 

Tomorrow is a market closure for the Juneteenth holiday.  Trading resumes on Thursday but we'll be waiting until the end of
next week for the next round of big ticket economic data.

A message from Nickolas Inhelder:

We Make Home Happen.™
Our goal is simple:

To help every family we serve get to “Yes.”

Yes to the loan that unlocks the joy of home ownership.

Yes to the lending solution that meets every client’s unique needs and wants.

That’s why we dedicate our every resource to serve as your personal guide
through the lending process, solving problems, building confidence. Aslan has
access to every lending option leading to the purchase or refinance of a
residential home loan.

This is more than work for us. It is our unique joy in this life to share our
collective skill, creativity, and care to bring you and your family right to where
you belong.

Let’s make home happen.
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